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FOR EWORD

This publication was prepared under contract for the
Joint Publications Research Service as a translation 4
or foreign-language research service to the various
federal government departments...

The contents of this material in no way represent the
policies, views or attitudes of the U. S. Government
or of the parties to any distribution arrangement.
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Details on special subscription arrangements for JPRS social
science reports will be provided upon request.

No cumulative subject index or catalog of all JPRS reports
has been compiled.
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Government Publications available on subscription at $4.50 per year
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Problem of Individual Dosimetric Control Met'ods

Candidate of medical sciences
G*A. Zubovskiy and

pages 53-55 M.A, Sobolevskiy

Ministry of Health RSFSR

The "Sanitary rules of work with radioactive substan-
ces and sources of ionizing radiations" No 333-60 of 25 June
1960 state that in the case of individuals directly engaged
in work with sources of ionizing radiations the determination
of individual irradiation doses (beta, gamma, and neutrons)
should be carried out for each weekly period. The sanitary
rules also specified that the rate of conductling dosimetric
determinations is established by the administration of the en-
terprise or establishment in accordance with the local organs
of sanitary control. As shown by the results of numerous
checkinGs of the state of individual dosimetry on the examined
objects, daily dosimetric tests are carried out in the over-
whelming miajority of cases,

At present the most widespread devices used in the de-
ternination of the individual total irradiation dose in indi-
viduals working with sources of ionizing radiation in indus-
trial X-ray-defectoscopy and gar-nadefectoscopy, in X-ray the-
rapeutic and X-ray-diagnostic offices, and in servicing gamma-
apparatus of various designation, are devices of the KID
type. i'Iuch less frequently devices of the DK-0.2, IFK, or
ILK type are employed. The sensitivity of individual dosi-
meters of the FID type permits the recording of irradiation
doses within the range of 0.02 to 2 r. Recording of irradia-
tion doses lesser than 1,02 r is possible, but the obtained
data are not reliable.

It is a known fact that in the majority of enterprises
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and establishments the wrk connected with irradiation of
the personnel is carri.id out periodically during the week,
with the unequal distribUtion of the dose at various days of
the week. Thus, for i~stahoe, at some days of the week the
magnitude of irradiation dose can be below the maximally per-
missible level (MPL), i.e., the passable sensitivity thres-
hold of the EID ionization chambers, and in other instances
-- above lIPL. For example, an individual working with a
source of ionizing radiation is subjected for five days of
the week to the effect of a radiation dose below the sensiti-
vity of the KID device, although each of the magnitudes below
0.02 r inay denote any figure within a 0 to 0.02 r range and
conprise, respectively, one half, one quarter, or one eighth
part of the daily MPL irradiation, and one day he will re-
ceive an irradiation dose of 0.07 r; then, upon daily record-
ing of individual doses, the KID indexes in the journal will
appear as follows:

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Total
per

week

>0.02 r70.02 r >0.02 r 0.07 r >0.02 r >0.02 r ?

At the same time the actual total irradiation dose
might be above the weekly MPL of irradiation (i.e., 0el r).

Considering the above stated, it is natural to suggest
a change in the system of individual dosimetry by conducting
control determinations not daily, but weekly. Hence, the do-
simeters will be issued for one week (on Monday) and their
readings will be recorded only once a week (on Saturday).

In view of the existing opinion that many individual
dosimeters do not meet the technical requirements and produce
during the weekly period a considerable self-discharge, even
without the action of ionizing radiation (which may complicate
the evaluation of the measurement data), we carried out a spe-
cial check-up on the correspondence to technical requirements
of 10 KID sets (200 individual dosimeters). Of the 10 sets,
seven were employed, and three were left idle. First, the ef-
ficiency of all 200 dosimeters was checked according to the
following method: individual dosimeters were dharged, folloioS-
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ing which the dose was measured at once. 1t was found that
all 200 dosimeters recorded a 0 dose . .o.., they were in
good working order. Following the iZok-iupi the dosimeters
were recharged and left on the premises where no radiation
sources were present for one week. The results of subsequent
measurements showed that the self-discharge of the chambers
for each weekly period varied: two to four dosimeters of each
sot showed a half self-discharge or more, whereas the.rest 6f
the chambers. from each set showed fairly stable readings dur-
ing each of the four weeks of the check-up; the self-discharge
of the chambers comprised no more than 10 to 15 percent*,

The causes of defects of ionization chambers may vary,
but one of them proved to be quite typical. Insofar as it is
connected with the manufacturing plant, its detailed disous-
sion is important. We took several X-ray pictures of a: few
dosimeters, in order to ascertain the position of the central
electrode. The X-ray picture of. several dosimeters showed
that in five which produced the mhost unstable readings the
central electrodes proved to be markedly displaced to the
walls.

Obviously, incorrectly set central electrodes changed
the capacitance of the ionization chamber an compared with
the standard* Analogous data were reported by the associate
of Rostov X-ray Station, N.K. Meserev. Thus, it can be as-
suined that also in the other set of individual dosimeters
there is a definite number of inadequate chambers where the
evaluation of measurement recordings introduces an error into
the practice of individual dosimetry. The use of such dosi-
meters, naturally, led to errors even when daily individual
dosimetry was conducted, thus causing doubt in the correctness
of the individual control as a whole.

A situation of this kind leads to the desorientation
of individuals subjected to the effect of ionizing radiations,
as well as the workers who are in charge of ensuring radia-
tion safety; it weakens their attention to the problem of per-
sonal safety and prevents them from the timely carrying out
of corresponding sanitary-hygienic and therapeutic-prophylac-
tic measures.

In order to eliminate errors in recording the magni-
tudes of weekly irradiation doses, connected with self-dis-
charge of the chambers, it is necessary to conduct a thorough
preliminary check-up of all dosimeters on self-discharge as
follows. The charged chambers are left for one week in a room
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where the possibility of tbi effect of ioniztin radiation is
definitely excluded. A te a weeks readings are recorded of
th6 degree of self-discharge in each dosimeter; the readings
are entered in a special Journal. Individual dosimetors in
which the chamber discharge shows more than 0.05 r per week
should be considered unusable; the discharge recordings of
other dosimeters which usually comprise 0.01 to 0.03 r per
week should be subtracted from the operating indexes of weekly
dosimetry.

Once every three months a oontrol* , check-up should
be made of the chambers for the weekly self-discharge. The
magnitude of irradiation dose for each three months should be
entered in the ambulatory record together with the data of
periodical medical examinations. When an employee is referred
for consultation to the hospital or to the chief occupational
pathologist it is necessary to mark down the dynamics of oc-
cupational irradiation of the employee, according to a three
month's period.

Received 11 April 1962
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The Problem of Determining thalMaxim~im Permissible,

Levels of Strontium-90 Content in Food Products

pages 83-89 P.P. Lyarskiy, and
A.A. MoispWv (Mos cow)

Long-life radioactive isotopes (strontium-90, cesitum-
137, cerium-14., and others), foiling out from the strato-
sphere and upper layers of the troposphere on the earth sur-
face together with radioactive precipitates, are included in
the general cycle of substances in nature and may, jointly
with the stable isotopes, entor'the human organism along va-
rious biologicel chains, depending on their physical and chemi-
cal proporties, physico-chemical form, and other conditions*

In Table 1 are cited the data relating to the most im-
portant radioactive isotopes from the point of view of radia-
tion hygiene.

Of all radioactive isotopes responsible for the arti-
ficial radioactivity of the biosphere strontium-90 is most im-
portant to mang It is chemically analogous to calcium, and
together with the latter it participates in the structure of
the growing bone tissue. It is considered at present that 99
percent of strontium deposited in the entire organism is. firfly
fixed in the bone tissue (International Commission on Radio-
logical Protection, 1959), by creating in it a certain depot
from which the radiation effect takes places

There are three principal ways of entry of strontium-90
into a human organism: with the inhaled air, drinking water,
and food products. Each of these ways does not completely
exclude the other two merns of ontry of strontium-90 into a
human organism; hence, the accunulation of this radioisotope
in the bone tissue takes place at the expense of a siaiultan-
eous entry of strontium-90 with the inhaled air, deinking wa-
ter, and food products. However, in studying each of these
ways of entry of strontium-90, it is easy to ascertain that
the amount of isotope entering the organism by various ways
is not uniform.

The inhalation way is of the least importance, because
the strontium-90 content in the surrounding air is at present
negligible, and is many times lower than the maximum permis-
sible levels (MPL). The role of drinking water is also insig-
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nificant, since Via watbil, apcording to the available data,
no more than 10 percent of the total strontium-90 entering
the organism can be accounted for (Bryan•, et al.). Ilost in-
portant, hygienically, is the entry of strontium-90 into the
organism by means of food products. This type of entry in-
cludes the greatest number of biological chains, the most i, -
portant of which are: soil -- plant -- man; soil -- plant--
animal -- animal husbandry products -- man; water -- animal --

animal husbandry products -- man, etc.

As per data of English scientists (Hauthorn, Bryant,
Chamberlain, et al,), the mean strontium-90 concentration in
milk on the farms of Great Britain comprised in 1959 on the
average 9.6 micromicrones per gran of calcium (10 micro-icrones
per liter of milk)* The greatest concentration was noted in
Central Wales where it reached 32 ,licromicrones per grwas of
calcium.

It has been established by the investigations of Japa-
nese scientists Nezu and Asano in the city of Mito that, dur-
ing the first six months of 1960, the strontium-90 content in
vegetables and greens varied from 12.4 to 21.2 mmc per kg of
raw weight. According to the '1ata. of American scientists
Michelson and Erving, who had determined the levels of the
content of radioactive substances in the samples of milk and
other food products, obtained from various cities of the Uni-
ted States in 1960, the daily entry of strontium-90 with milk
comprised on the average 10.9 =ac per gram of calcium, and
with the rest of the food -- approxirmately 195 mmo per gram
of calcium.o

A correct hygienic evJluation of the results of radio-
chemical and radiometric deteriainrtions of strontium-90 in
food products can be based only on their comparison with the
MPL magnitudes. One must also never forget that the extent
of their accumulation in the human organism and, hence$ the
degree of their radiation ef.•ect aepend on the fact as to how
correctly one had determined the IIPLs of the content of vari-
ous radioisotopes in the air, irater, and food products.

The data in the literature on the magnitudes of IPL
content of strontium-90 in the food products are contradictory.
Thus, for ezample, prior to the beginning of 1960 in the Uni-
ted States the Maximum Permissible Concentration (IlPC) of
strontium-90, according to the roco,:.rendations of the National
Coniuittee on Riadiological Protection of the United Statrs,
comprised G8 mmc per kg of the product or liter of ailkp Ao-
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cording to the other data, the fiu-r& of1100 Mic per gml of
calcium in the product was taken as maximally permis'sible.
The Comaittee of the National Academy of Sciences of the
United States in its report recormended as a maximally~per-
missible concentration (MPC) 100 rr ic per ga of calcitt, but
in the sa-.*e report a magnitude of 50 mme per gm of calcitun
is mentiqnled. The Ministry of Health of the St~e e of Cali-
fornia suggested in April 1958, as a VIPCO, 2,10 c of stron-
tium-90 per kg of the food product (milk, vegetables,# etc.).
In February 1959, the 2nd Subcommittee of the National Corimit-
tee of Radiolotical Protection of the Uiited States in'its'
unofficial suggestions recommended to reduce the levels of
permissible strontium-90 content. in food products. Thus, for

•example, the IPC of strontium-90 in milk was planned to be
reduced froom 80 to 60 me and even to 16 mrc per liter.

In March 1960 a. report appeared in the American press
that the IiPC of strontium-90 in m-ilk and other food ?roducts,
as well as in water and air, has-been reduced from 80 to 33
mmi per kg or liter. Following = ac:cident which had taken
place in one of the reactors of the Windagale Atomic Center
(Great Britain), the Council of Iledical Research of Great Bri-
tain, jointly with its subcommittees on external and internal
irradiation, decreed that for prolonged, periods of time and
independently of the age of individuals residing on a terri-
tory oontaaminated with radioactive fallout the dose of daily
entry of strontium:=O into food 'products should not be permit-
ted to e::ceed 2010 c. It was pointed out that, at this con-
centration of strontium-90 and the dvily entry into the orga-
nism of one gram of calcium, the concentration of this isotope
in the growing bones will not exceed one quarter of its con-
centrati R in the diet, i.e., 0,5 rivmc per gm of calciurl
(500 SU) '. The dose in the inorganic part of the bone'will
not under these circumstances exceed 1.5 rad annually, and the
irradiation dose of the bone marrow will be considerably less.

In the Soviet Union the 'TPC of radioactive substances
in food products of vegetable and animal origin is usually
calculated on the basis that the total amount of activity en-
tering with the daily ration, including water, should not ex-
,ceed 292 11PC curies daily, where 2,2 liters per day is the
accepted ITPC 21-hour consumption of water, and MPC -- the maxi-

(1) One strontium unit (SU) represents concentration of stron-
tium-90 in human bones, soilyfood products, and other
objects of investigation expressed in mine per one gram
of calcium.
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murd permissible concentrations of radioactive substances in
water (sanitary regulations No 333-60).

According to the recommendations of the International
Committee of Radiological Protection (ICRP) (Munich, 1959),
the MPC of strontium-90 in drinking water, used by the popu-
lation rosiding near the so-cfiled controlled zone, has been
determined as equalling l*lO'_ries per liter, and for the
rest of the population -- 3"10 ' curies per liter. It fol-
lows from the above data that the maximally permissible entry
of strontium-90 with food products and water into the gastro-
intestinal tract for the populati8n residing near the control-
led zone must not exceed 2.2.10-' per 24 hours, and for the
rest of the population this figure is reduced 3-fold and com-
prises 6p6010 Wcuries per 24 hours.

In sanitary regulations No 333-60, approved on 25 June
1960 by the chief state sanitary inspector of the USSR and
chairman of the State Committee of the Council of Ministers
USSR on the Use of Atomic Energy, the MPC oflitrontium-90 in
water has been established aS equal to 3 .e 10- c per liter.
On this basis, the magnitude of maximum permissible 24-hour.11
entry o strontium-90 was established as equal to 2.2-3"10
6.6sl1 Oic. In Table 2 are cited the data on maximally per-
missible entry doses of strontium-90 into the human organism,
accepted by verious international organizations, national com-
mittees, and State Sanitary Inspection of the USSR*

Unfortuxately, in the sanitary regulations No 333-60
no concrete calculation method is cited of the MPC of radio-
active isotopes in the food products. The regulations only
mention that the MPC of various isotopes in the food products
of Vegetable and animal origin is established according to
local conditions, taking into account that the total amount
of activity entering with the 4-hour ration should not ex-
ceed 2.2 TPC curies per 24 hours. It is stipulated simiul-
taneously that this recommendation is based on a very rough
estimate and that' in each concrete case a special scrutiny is
needed based on more precise calculations,

It can thus be stated that in the approach to the sub-
stantiation of MPCs of radiostrontium in food products there
is no unanimous opinion as to the method of their calculation.

It is perfectly obvious that it would be incorrect to
accept the same MPC value for all types of food products ir-
respective of their nutritive value and their ooptent of mine-
ral substances. The basic difficulty of ascerting the MPC
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accompanies calcium in, its move along the biological nutri-
tion chains from the blospheoe into the human organism. The
quantitative content of-calcium in the ration exerts a con-
siderable effect on the strontiumaO9 metabolism* On the ba-
sis of above-indicated data, we consider it more correct to
evaluate the MPC of strontium-90 in various food products in
connection uith their calcium content,

The 21j.-hour entry of calcium into the human organism
fluctuates for various terrestrial regions between 0.24 to
1.7 grams per 24 hours. A child, despite its smaller weight
than that of an adult, needs no less than a gram of calcium
in its daily food ration (B.!. Zbarskuy, G. Sherman).

Calcium belongs to the elements is, assimilated with
difficulty* Its assimilability depends to a great extent on
the content of other elements in the food and, in the first
place# phosphorus and magnesium, as well as proteins and fats.
In this connections the 24-hour calcium norm is determined not
so much by its absolute food content, as by the ratio between
it and other food ingredients (phosphorus, etc.). At its op-
timal ratio to the above components, the 24-hour assimilation
of calcium should range within 0.8 grams (BeI. Zbarskiy). The
majority of regions of the RSFSl,, the Ukraine, and Belorussia
are characteriaed by a sufficiently high calcium content of
the diet. In the regions where calcium content in the local
products is low its lack is compensated by the supply of cal-
cium-enriched products from other regions of the country, as
well as through a special calcination of a number of products
which comprise the 24-hour ratio (for instance, calcination of
bread by means of thorough bakinr).

For the purpose of evaluating the magnitude of calcium
intake with a 24-hour ration we accepted it as one gram, which
is within range of the true average calcium content in the
diet of the majority of population of the Soviet Union. On
the basis f the data in Table 2 and of the content of calcium
in various nutrition products (1.*. Popov, M.F. Tomme, et ale),
and estimate was made of the MPC of strontium-90 for various
food products. The obtained data are summarized in Table 3.

Such an approach in the determination of strontium-90
MPC in various food products is, in our opinion, better sub-
stantiated because it offers a more correct idea as to the
rule of various products as "suppliers" of strontium-90 to
the organism, as well as their specific importance in the
overall activity of the 24-hour ration in regard to strontim140;
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It alo makes possible the regvlation of the quantity of
the entry of strontium-90 into, the buman or'ganism with the
foo~do

Table a. MPCs of strontium-90 in food products (in curies
pnr kg.. or liter)
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44 hor ý0 .~ V -- mcaxim~ally magn1.~e ine~tud~e for
the~o~.s~.n.residi~ng near tkis Controlled tone), an ave.-

rage of~ not ncre tt~an 1b.5 and !1 11i car~ becomis ace niat4.-
iii tna i- anrý ,sm of' these iSJiiVd&%1B,1s whren a bala~nced con~-
Gentr,ý'.t:lxcn lna takcen place.

At t~e sam.re time, scoordl.n~, the 10R? roooinmeiritlon~s
*(l9 t?),(- th TKC of' strontium-90 ir. the orpaniarn of er:

R~ouati.on-.:rcu~ps ("Xesad" o,., the -:rganism) comprises b
s rd tn -,-o ýniaLr.ian of indixidulal res~.ding near the cont.ý
rolled zcj-i -- 200' 51.
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In the sanitary regulations Nio 333-'60 no concrete
figures were eiven of the permi~sible content of various ra-
dioeleiaents# including strontium-900 in the organism or in
the critical human organ, Nevertheless# by employing 1Table.1
regarding maximally permissible doses of external and inter-
nal irradiation for various pooulation groups, cited in the
appendix No 2 to these* regulations# it is possible to show
that# in the case of individuals residing wi.thin the range of
the sanit ary-protective zone (B oat egory) and of the entire
population (C category)# the content ("load") of this isotope
in hauiaan bones Is also permitted, respootivelyp as 200 SU and
67 SU9 Indeed# aeoording to these regulatlboiý# internal ir-
radiation is peruuitted of the critical oftgs Of the 3rd
group to which also the bones belong# with a doese of three
ber/year (biological equivalent roentgen) for the B category

* and one ber/year for the C category. At present it is custo-
mary to accept that one SU# ta~king into oadoooi the nonmu'ni-
form distribution of strontiwum-90 in the bones, creates a dose
of 0*015 ber/year (NeGe Gusevo Hlorgan). The ratio of magni-
tudes of the permissible annual dose of internal irradiat~ion
to the dose, induced by strontium-90 with specific concentra-
tion of one STJ present In the bone, ea bl~q one to obtain the
sought magnitudes of the permissible 2;o*A" on the organism
as 200-SU for the B category and 67.SU for the C category.

Coaiiparison of the above rmagnitudes (200 SU and 67 SU)
with the pos~ible "loads on the organism#" calculated on the
basis of the data on the permissible (according to regulations
No 333-60) strontium-90 content in the population's diet*#
shows that the sanitary regulation4,rovide a four-fold !,e-
serve in regard to the NPC-of strontium-90 in the ration.

In conclusion it thould be pointed out that with all
above stated data we do not wish to insist on the promiise that
the magnitude of permissible strontium-90 entry into the or-
ganism, or the MPLs of strontium-90 content in food products
,Must be expressed in strontium units. We only wish to under-
line that the method of calculation of 14PC of strontium-90 in
food products, based on the evaluation of calcium present in
the food products, is more correct*
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Conments on Sanitary Rules of Work with Radioactive

Substances and Sources of lonliiug Radiation

pages 95-96 ))otoez, AoP, Denisov

Loscow Institute of Transport Engineers

"Sanitary rules of work with radioactive substances
and sources of ionizing radiations," published in 1960, des-
pite their unquestionalble advanced nature, aew not 'ree ot
certain facItso In a number of instances, in the supplements,
there .is no sufficient clarity in the statement of premiAsess
accurate use of designatione, torins and, even$ measurements.
These defects not only hamper the use of the regulations# but
may even lead to various interpretations of the same clauaes*
The following additions, ohanres, and clarifications are sug-
gestedo

1. In supplemoat No 1, p"eagraphs 12-16, useful in-
formation is cited ro6a'din alpha-, beta, and gamma-X-ray and
neutron radiations# res.ectively, but there are no data on
their characteristic -- the ionizing effect and penetrating
property -- both representing an important puer~quisite for
creating an idea of the most Important fact -- the radiation
danger and relative biological effectiveness (RBB) of these
radiations*

These paragraphs should be supplemented with informa-
tion concerning the ionizing effect and penetrating property
of the corresponding radiations.

2. On the basis of the seme considerations, it is ad-
visable to include in supplement No 1 additional paragraphs
concernirn the nature and pro:)ertie, of other radiations --
the Ilow of rmxiticharged ions, recoil nuclel, and therlaal and
fast neutrons (and not simply neutrons as mentioned in para-
graph 16).

3. L1efore paragraph 27 on the maximum permissible dose
it is more expedient to include a special paragraph with a
precise determinetion and indication of the size and strength
of the Jose. This paragraph can be formulated as follows:
"A dose is the radiation measure which is gaged by meons of
roentgen in gamma- and X-ray radiations, and by the physical
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equivalent of roentgoe in otba. radiat ima.m The swagth of
a dome re1 ted t9 the imit of tlue; it. is gaged inia or
by the r•to of oowl mnt ,4&ravat"vs to the given time
seb ent Ui| u tso hour weeks otei F" The absenoe *t ubsh for-
nzlations, anc• n4ications of measurements in the namuied sup-
pleoents resulted# to a certain extent# in a lesser precisuon
of definitions# terms# and measurements*

Indeed, the doses are design•j• in TabýW by the ex-
tent of the strength of the dose (ILInd " I and in
Table 2 it refers to the strength or'Oke dos•e*rein the
dose is designated by the estont of th. strength of the does
on page 50 (paz'ap 51 (parage~h 6 and 8)• 53 (paramp
graISO 09. 72 (Partoee vwie.), 74# et*

40 There to sm. JustifiamaLon foar the bek of promise-
nese in the use of desmignati ons - a fast %Koh peUtly hom-.
porn the use of the book* On page 69 the letter K desigun"*&
a gamsa-oonstant at so Isotope# mad on page 040'a SOPIS"
gaznat-oonstant of an isotope* in forma a(3T) frpreoeztLg the
strength of r dose and D dose K-gamma is Inaludod. On page
69 the lettor D is eployed to designate thp dose, ukeres
two pages previously the letters Dpwwn, Dko. n Dbe nt sad Do
designate the strongths of gamew-rays thermal mutra'n ast
meitrons# and the maxisamly permissible Aios. The deigumtIon
of the dose with letter D and the dose , wth .16w, r
should be strictly followed in all regulations and supple ts.

d o It follows from fonula 1 on pIe-
and formnula on page 70: t ol... that to Wm121&7v os ~u

a on age 0: *Q usuries

shows the quantity of milligrard-oquivalents (m-equlv) of ra-
dium which correspond to the aotivity ot one moroourie.
Therefore$ it would be more correct to designate m as the
guma.aotivity of the isotope in mg-equiv of radium and the
product %Q. a M as the oomp ete gas aotivity* In Table 2
of supplement 3 the letter M1 designates the activity of gamea-
radiation sources in mg-equiv of radium# and on page 69 it
designates the gram-equivalent. Letter t on page 70 desig-
nates a ooeffeolent, and on page 92 (supplement 5) -- a ganua-
equivalent.

The need of straightening out the terms, designations#
and measurements is perfectly obvious# and this should have
been done during the first reissue of the book.

6. Without entering into a discussion concerning the



substantiation of the real necessity of establishing three
oategories of irradiation* it can be pointed out that the
Table I of supplement 2 is loar6ely neoessary. In the first
plaoe, for each category onre maxially permissible dose
strength?) was shoti, regardless of radiation properties

whereas for category A in Table 2 various strengths of doses
were envisaged, based on the table of radiation properties.
Instead of citing a table, it would have Sufflood to mention
in the footnote: for category B -- l0-fo'Ld, oategory C --
100-fold less# as compared with category A* Seoondly# the
internal iriadiation in regulated by the " to1U peuaesibl aem.
Ofttvat OW woakIstabus3hdam ia s~ a

abR dune of IneK tlfydl rssdI

the second half of Table I necessary? We must also take into
aooount that the MPCs themselves must still be verified*

Thirdly, the dose strength 1 s established for
category C, can be variously interprWlO on account of the
lack of concrete speoifioation as to time. Thus* for example,
it this category will be irradiated for the period of the
aetion time of the ionizing radiation device, then at a 36-
hour week the excess of the dose strength of the natural back-
ground will - i.e., alost three-

fold greater tHM|the sooffronvisoagolt paragraph 22 of the
regulations.

7. Also doubtful Is the part of paragraph 5 of supple-
ment 2 which states that 100 mber correspond to 100 mrads
since these units differ as to the emount of consumed energy
(93 and 100 o

Received L Jan 62.
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Changes in the Nasal Xueots XemeruA . a- ptaon'

to Cold in the Nor"' '

pages 97-99 Prof No.I Bobber

Ohair of Militza7 Medloal Hygiene of the XiZltasv
Medical Order of Lenin Academy Ipioni 8.)M! 1iro

As a result of observations conducted In the North#
a high resistance to cold was found in individuals with a
long work record under these conditions*

The increased resistance to cold4 as dbm&- by observam
tions, not only produces a good work capacity of these indi-
viduals under conditions of low toemperatu Me but also loads
to a lesser incidence of respiratory diseases. An satiraly
different picture in observed in Individuals wbo have worked
in the North less than a year. They were compelled to dis-
continue their work in the cold on cacount of severe pains in
the unprotected parts of the body. Simaltaneously afn In-
sreaded incidence in the number of case of respiratory di-
seases was noted in those Individuals*

This fact led to the investigation of the phenomena
originating as the result of cooling off of the nasal mucosa
and the upper respiratory tracts

A number of authors studied the reaction of nasaZ am".
coa vessels to repeated cooling of various parts of the body#
but they were conducted under experimental conditions only
(VoFo Undrits and RoAo Zasosov# .1932; MoYOe Maerhak and NeJe
Vereshohagins 1935; N.or Timofeyov and NoYao Binitsina# 190;
BIBo Keyransakiy, 1948; F.o. Lobedevp 1934p et al.).

* lio conducted observations on 130 individuals of vari-
ous length of service In the North* ' After a 50-minute adap-
tation to room temperature (18 to 20d at relative hmnidit•y•f

S50*poroent), the lower extremties were ooled in water at
temperature for 30 mimteso The vasoular reaction of nasal
wAeosa. was judged according to the teweratuwe of the latter#
measured by means of copper-constantan thoeaoooples.

The obtained results.are shOtm in Fig I* In a consider-
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able mmbeo ot the invzwlt gW4 0,with a short work period in
the North (two to five months)# upon cooling of the lower ex-
tremitiest a marked vascular reation was observed in the na4
sal mucosa which was manifested in a sharp reflex spasm of the
vessels during the first minutes of cooling, and a gradual vas-
oula' dilatation toward the end of the cooling period (Fig IsA).

In a lesser part of investiSated with a short work period
in the North, the coolin of lower extremities ledp on the con-
trary, to a marked vase1Ler dilatation with a considerable in-
flux of blood to the nasal muoosa. This condition was obser-
ved durinG the entire period of cooling of the lower extremi-
ties (F7ie 1, 3)o

In investigated individuals with work period in the
North over two Tears no such roa6tione were noted following
cooling of the lower extremitieso

The non-nniforn trend of the reaction to cooling of
lower extremities in individuals Yrith a short period of ner-
vice in the North, apparently, is the result of a different
set-up of the physical th•rworeLplation. The important fact
is, howeverp that the reaction itself in the" iAdividuals
was fairly well expressed, With the lengthening of work ser-
vioe in the lNorth# the reaction of the nasal vessels to cooling
gradually decreases ands even# ooopletely disappears. In In-
dividuals with work service of ovur two years we observed no
reaction whatsoever.

In order to follow up the vascular reaction changes in
the nasal mucosa during the process of constantly repeated
cooling of var'ious parts of the body, we conducted experiments
on a arot.p omprising six individuals of short service periods
in the Northo The experimnts oonsided .of a 15-minute daily
cooling of lower extremities in water at 50 for a period of
two months.

D•uring the initial staoe of the procedures with cooling
of loier extremities, the temperature of nasal mucosa in some
of the investigated rose sharply c.uring cooling -.- by one de-

ee on the average, as compared with the Initial temperaturme
other individuals, on the contrary, during the moment of

iumersion of the lower extremities zn water, a reduction of
the temperature of nasal ma=o*a by 080 was noted, Within
7-8 ninutes from the start of the experiment, the temperature
of the nasal mueosa was restored and subsequently, even, ex-
ceeded the initial level* However, as time went on, the cha-
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ii ~ic~i.irniZa rise in tm.imorature was no"De d
C uon ooo2.Iri:- o'! tne lower exrýAte,~tnin two months o.,;'
Iadapt lx. I; ~:ccadlwreS the tenp6:.'RtI~e onasa+uou
*holdla- ato *Cz initial level al1locb tri tras entire t~l..o

0 fesa/-

0hm-m cf tti ,n'lmcs olw

no ::wth'o on-n-&hl c r' a r.:.,a zoo

b. 1 s- 1o:;>ot pe 'riodof serviee
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In~ o~lhor investigateds at 'jt start of eooliix~-ý
-cedvti'eas P. oi;c..ctlbn of~ the of nasal mucose. u-az
observet, pit a subsequenlt rlXto, .: vr at, tile prombaU-
ýroe w. reea~teds a rradual lelfoln3..v o-I'T of tne roatotton
!was* oý.'vecp r or 1flstarioev sifter two !nontnap the
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tempeature of nasal mosea h4d almost at the same level
durina the cooling of lower eXtremitieso

A characteristic feature in the feeling and behavior
of the tested individuals durinA the first and subsequent days
of cooline. Following the first few lumersions of the lower
extremities in cold water# the investigatod noted a sensation
of sharp pain in the cooled areas* Within a few minutes this
sensation Gradually abated# but it reappeared on the 10th-15th
minute of coolinge Sometioes the procedure had to be stopped
on account of sharp pains*

Simultaneously# folloyling iamoersion of the lower' ox-
tromities in water, almost all tested individuals noted a'son-
astion of *scratching" in the nose eznd a ucous disoharsoe
Objectively# a picture of coryza developed which lasted during
the entire testing period. The body temperature in some mndi-
viduals rose to 37 dogrooes The pulse accelerated by two to
five boats per minutes and the Individuals noted a certain
voreenins of their general foelinao

These ~toms, disappeared after the 8th-l2th seaneo
The sharp pain experienced during the imoersion of lower *x-
trumities in water also decreased considerably, so that the
*ooling could be extended to 30 miniutes.

Thus# as the cooling seances continued, the reflex vas-
cular reaction of the nasal muuosa and other concomitant phe-
nomena Gradually decreased and disappeared completely toward
the end of the 2nd m•mtho Hence& the periodically continued
offset of cold duriv• work in open air under Arctic conditions
leads to a gradual abatement of all phenomena in the nasal mu-
ooma which had been observed in individuals who had boon wor-
king for a short period of tLse undor those conditions* Ac-
cordine to the data of i.so Kandror (1960)o et ale# during the
first few rionthn of work in the North# the respiratory diseases
wuae observed much more frequently than under conditions of
extended periods of work. The question arises# w:hother the
chanCos in nrseal mu-osa reaction are connected with the onset
of respiratory diseases. Z.Go Rabinovich (1937) and IeVe File-
toy (1936) observed, under conditions of general and local
oeoling, profound morphological changes in t'ie nasal mucosa

'which attested to the impairment of the function of the nasal
muoossa of the vascular system and ••1andes

According to the data of investigators (Francis, et al.)p
the nasel muoosa possesses virustatic properties. Fo.l Lebedov,
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A*Ne Freydovichp LeG. Perets# qt al.# (1934) succeeded in
demonhtrating that nasal meuopa possesses not oaly virustatio
but also bactericidal propertied$.

This le.d to the conolusion that the change in the
function of nasal muoosa, possibly, induces the impairment
of the wholeness of the barrier and roduotlonof its ')rot.ec-
tIve properties* Hence, vasomotor disturbances, ind some mor-
phological and histological changes in the nasal amuosas, prob-
ably# not only of the. nose but also other parts of the upper
respiratory pathways which# as showm by our obseorvations,
originate raost frequently upon oobling of the lower extromi-
ties in non-aooliuatised dWividuetds, ocrate oonditions for
the development and, possibly# also of intensification of the
activity of microfl9Z' which is always present In these areas
(Puohkov, Yerastov, Lo.G Peret&# et alo# l*7)e

In the light of above stated it becomes clear why cool-
ing of the extremities in individuals with a short work period
in the Worth, or non-acclimatized ones, represents one of the
important factors in the etiology of respiratory diseases.
Apparently$ upon oooling of lower extremities, not only cer-
tain protective reactions are absent in these individuals
(very slow contraction of the blood vessels in the cooled area
of the body# absence of an increased metabolism)p but also an
extensive generalized reaction sets in which causes in the
nasal mucosa and other parts of the upper respiratory tract a
number of changes which disorganize the normal activity of the
muoosa. Therefore, prevention of the origin of conditions
which contribute to the increased activity of microflora in
the nasal ucosa and other parts of the upper respiratory tract
is the paramount task.

Hence, aq active adjustment to cold under Arctic
conditions repro'sents a factor which ensures a normal activity
of the mucosa of the upper respiratory tract and considerably
reduces the possibility of onset of certain respiratory di-
3eases in these individuals.
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Passage of Strontium-90 Prom Milk to Various

Dairy Producti During Various Technological

Production Processes

pages 105-108 Z.V. Dub rovina and
OoM, Belova (Ohelyabinsk)

In the present work an attempt has been made to eluci-
date the problems of passage of strontium'-90 into dairy pro-
ducts. No sufficient data have been published to judge the
extent of the transfer of radioaotive strontium from milk to
dairy products which are widely used in hvmmn nutritions

In the study of the passage of strontium-90 into dairy
products a special experiment was conducted; it consisted of
two parts: a) determination of the relative passage of calcium,
stable strontium# and strontium-90 from milk during the stan-
dard technolopical process into creams skLaned milk# oasein,
butter# and buttermilk; b) determination of the relative pas-
sage of calcium and strontium-90 to cottage oheese, choose#
and casein during the three differ*nt processes of their pre-
paration.

The railk for experimentation was obrained from the
same cow which had been previously contaminated with stron-
tiUm-90, The milk products were obtained under laboratory
conditions according to the technical process described in
the book of M.o. Kovalgnko (1960). All obtained poduots were
calcined at 400 to 500 , in the obtained ashes the content of
potassium, calcium, stable strontium and strontium-90 was do-
termined. Calcium concentration was established by the stan-
dard oxalate-permanganate method. The determination error in
regard to calcium was, 5 percent.

The speotrographic method was employed in the determi-
nation of the content of potassium and stable strontium* The
determination error was not higher than + 10 percent. Stron-
tium-90 was isolated by means of fuming Aitrio acids with
subsequent separation of mixtures of rare earths on ferric
hydroxide.. The activity of samples was measured on a low
background device (three imp/min) according to the yttrium-90
radiation on STS-5 oounters. Determination error from + 8
to t 30 percent.
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Table 1j Oertain phygaooohsmioal indexes of the comrpoisi
JoL. of mil.k and~ dair7 -produo-ts

Mm. .. 4.0 1.,0 1,00 0,4 5o

410 0:86 05 0 180a

0* 1:0 0

2 Pat (in peroentases)

4 pt~giý (iO n 10' in cij
cae--n(n g§0 m/lcg)

S(in W in cf..ri)

9 str'oat i.ri-WO/et able strontilir1

1,2

13 C~f

Y~ield Of VsarI.OU 4L%"r P'MOtst

Butter(e n.) V, . (22 ic::) j (3. g) .~': a.:
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However, the humidity of the same Vroduot obtained by va-
rious means w.as Identical; theroforep the examination re-
sults of tb, =M al composition ol' the tiniahed oroduct
were CC,1.ara7ý1eJ

.ablA.&2. Psage of potassium, caloium, stable and radio-
active strontium from "7ilk to dairy products
(in percentage.)

to I Al. r ~ .,/a, 5~ .0 01:
t... oo:oJ~ 10 86G•00 |6 980480 10'%•S. .. l O,.~gOO .0 O0 l,-:$00 04.0;0S..... I S,016/ ,0±5,0 I 0.-0, 0t 0

* .... 6,"1±'" 6,5±0"'6 6,. 1.,

2. rodu~ot
2 Potasse s n

3 Galo5.'us
St~able strontium
Radio•.et ive strontium

6 Oreen
7 31cirried 1l
8 Nrhf a
9 :aseln

10 .2 1x ;te"a , ii 1.

.n co-aparing the oontei't o. "calcium in cottage
choose# aheoee, and casein, as o.ed in Table 3, with the
oor-.;:ondcnU: concentration cited In •:udagyan's table, itcan ".•e seen that in our exper:inents the calcium content
was lowo.;r, In order to check on the obtained results, we
de~r.>f.ce ½.• Ic~lum ccntent ti ,-., which were la:?.,
£ollo'.•i.••a '§e tiitlninZ of curds. ' a': emount of calcium
Cant :..Ca. I-. cottage cheese, m •nd casein equallad
the bi±'2c. between ite con-'-A.t La tne original -niik<
and to• y

TIT-771 '77M-7WPS cieter"qiaad3C1' %,OLe apparatus o±f
Ghizhova s•cording to the r.nti:oc eeveloped by thae
Ill..: on Scientific Resesarah Institute of the Daizj
I:!,"*.tr and emplcycd at all ro.11•" farms.
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cr2T.., c-tnt of cr-Ictuti a~ st~roritiuvm-90 isrle

T abl.- Ga.1eIA~1 a~d qtr~ont~iwu-9 ..% trant inl dairy -;.'oo

J(itca Tv MA cynocod k

K eTxp 2~ 0 . . jO83t0,04, 2,8±0,31

*bpI.. 10,9102t c 3 "0,4

OCNWASICAe qpIftTbM KnabIL0OM(j)

. .. .. . . . 4.1±0,2

3t~:o~td-W withr~ coum

cited InTb --- ~ ~ -t

9~ ~ ?r~"1n Idt c-toitun m d nth

' itd i n of'2. 3,:'i ~ he

~~ .I~~t: ;§K' ~ ~ ~ c Sii~n~ t~c;~i~ mtoc th lip-

a -1 's3 C)~t~d L~ L~2O U ato ti'i d. in- &

a 1'.1a r .:~ c-1 "v! t raecu nt l *hy t~i a
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*fe"* ever. moreg anid that the difraeriens.of tLue adtiiwýtyIbetween there produots Sand :i~ will be oven~ &restoer

%Ll 4i.g Fasnage ot ealolvAm and etroritiuiu-90 into co'tag''
oheoS@* ohs#&**. ani OusiaS, 4uring var'ious tech.
no3.ogioa1 pro*****$ oC their proparation (in P4
oe0 ees

SA - 4,8 1,0

Kuinm@. . 1 4@ 4Aj*~?.4 14.,8

1. Product
2 passag0z

3 rf ca&10 Ixn
L.of stront3.umn90
SAver-t!-, ?:ýrcentuge of c'~~ian~d strontium-90 pasaaao

6 Aci.d method
7Cottage ohes*$
a h-eese

9 Casein
,0O A~oid-mrennet fermentation 1netbod
11~ Precipitati.on with calciaLn cailoride

T 1,e 2aerentage of etroatlixrl-ý,O and calcium. passage
to varlous p roducts dxin.r -!rlouz methods of' tneir
prooes Sill;: ic ehown in Table Li..

The abne data show that tne -ýsnsage of .lix
and stro-nt~.I-)x-O to cottage choose o.a~iarlez 10-1P percen{,
to cheese peorant,9 to casel 9 ;.;eroeent, it Shnuidh
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be noted that the passage of theae elements into various
dairy products obtained by diverse technological processes is
also not uniform: the smallest percentage of passage of stron-
ttum-90 and calcium from milk into dairy products was observed
during the acid process of their preparation, and the highest
-- upon precipitation with calciiim, chloride.

The result of the present work showed that technologi-
cal processes which affect the calcium content in the finished
product also effect the strontium content. It can be assumed
that strontium in milk is bound with casein-phosphatecalcium
complex in analogy with calciume

Crecan and butter can he prepared from milk contaminated
with strontium-90 above the maximally permissible level, with-
out resorting to special purification of the milk, because
the percentage of strontium-90 passage to these products, es-
pecially to butter, is minimal.

Conclusions

1. The specific activity of various dairy products
is not uniform. The activity of one kflogram of cream is
three-fold lower, while that of cottage cheese, cheese, and
casein is higher than the activity of milk.

2. Passage of strontium-90 from milk to cream compri-
ses 4-5 percent, to butter -- less than one percent.

3. The specific activity of various dairy products
depends on the method of their processing: with the acid me-
thod the activity of cottage cheese, cheese, and casein com-
prises only half of the activity of milk; with the acid-ren-
net fermcntation method it is two-three-fold higher, and upon
precioitation vith calcium chloride it is five-fold higher
than the activity of milk.

1'. milk contaminated with strontium-90 can be proces-
sed into crevmi and butter. 4hen cottage cheese is obtained
from contauminated milk, the acid method of processing is re-
connended, and in the case of cheese processing -- sour-:iilk
cheeses are to be produced.
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